The Editor’s WWW
(What, Why, and Who)
twelve2G: The Need
It is no secret that the identity of manhood is
being stolen, smeared and squandered by our society.
Throughout our culture men are being taught to dress,
act and live more like women while those who stand on
principled, traditional beliefs concerning the role and
behavior of men, are ostracized as “loons” or “1950’s
old schoolers”. Likewise, there are some who would
settle and even encourage men to waste away the
influence and strength that they have been granted by
choosing a lifestyle of apathy and foolishness rather
than one of authority and faithfulness.
The intention of this electronic magazine, and
this issue specifically, is to address the need to redefine
manhood as that which is godly and encourage men
throughout our modern culture to step up and
confidently embrace the roles that have been granted
to men by our Lord. THE TIME IS NOW!
Although there is great opposition and
aggression to influence men to ungodliness, all must

remember and apply the words of Paul to the Romans,
“And be not conformed to this world: but be ye
transformed by the renewing of your mind, that ye may
prove what is that good, and acceptable, and perfect,
will of God” (Rom 12:2). A man, a real man, a real
gentleman is not one infatuated with lusting, hungry as
ever for money, nor is he driven solely by his desires for
the carnally minded things of this world. Rather, a real
gentleman is a Romans 12:2 gentleman- he is one that
refuses conformity to this world while continuously
transforming his mind and actions by the word of God.
Let us seek encouragement from all sources possible to
live lives that are godly rather than worldly.
The men who have signed on to write for
twelve2G are men of high character, faithfulness to the
Lord, and are those who love His church. These men
worked diligently in many different ways to contribute
to this work and their writings as well as their lives are
worthy of imitation as they imitate Christ (1 Cor 11:1).
May your life be greatly blessed as you seek lives of
transformation rather than conformation!
Sean B. O’Brien

This
column
will
discuss
proper
communication
with
non-Christians
(including erring members). Paul emphasized the
attitude we should have in approaching the erring,
exhorting to “Walk in wisdom toward those who are
outside, redeeming the time” (Col. 4:5). In
approaching the erring, “meekness” is necessary (Gal.
noun
6:1-2). The gentleman will exhibit proper
He opens the door for ladies; he gives up his seat so an communication with non-Christians.
elderly woman may have it; etc. Do you think of the
previous when you think of the word “gentleman?” This column will discuss proper attitudes
These aspects are certainly included. One definition toward authority figures. Paul exhorted to pray
given by New Oxford American Dictionary is “a chivalrous, for governing authorities (1 Tim. 2:1-4). It is absolutely
courteous, or honorable man.” The word “chivalrous” wrong to publicly slander governing authorities
emphasizes appropriate treatment toward women, (President, police officers, etc.). Standing against sinful
although the definition as a whole includes treatment behavior is not equal to name calling and such. The
toward everyone. Therefore one errs if he associates gentleman will display the proper attitude toward
being a gentleman with treatment toward women only.
authority figures.

gent•le•man
/’jentlm!n/

The word “gentleman” will not be found in an English A true gentleman is such at all times in all places.
translation of the Bible of which I am aware, but the
principle is there for sure. There is a lack of gentlemanlike behavior in our society, which is seen in dis-respect
By Trent Childers
toward one another, viewing women as objects, lack proper respect
toward authority, etc. If anyone should be a gentleman, it New Oxford American Dictionary, Version 2.2.1 (143.1), 2005-2011 Apple Inc.
All Scripture quotations are from the New King James Version unless otherwise
is the Christian man! This column calls Christian men stated.
to be the gentlemen we should be.
1
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What will this column discuss?
This column will discuss the proper treatment
of women. This is a magazine for men, so this topic
deserves heavy emphasis. Much of the media portrays
women as “sex objects.” The Bible portrays women in
a much different light, and calls men to treat them
“with all purity” (1 Tim. 5:2; see Ruth). The
gentleman will treat a woman properly.
This column will discuss proper treatment of
the elderly. The serious Bible student is aware of the
Bible’s emphasis on treatment of the elderly (Lev.
19:32; 1 Pet. 5:5; etc.). There seems to be in our society
today a lack of respect for the elderly. The gentleman
will treat the elderly properly.
This column will discuss the proper way to
handle disagreement. It is not wrong to disagree
(there are times when we must), but how we handle it is
crucial (2 Tim. 2:24-26). Listening properly is key
(James 1:19; cf. Ecc. 7:9). The gentleman will conduct
himself properly during a disagreement.
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I have been married to Kelley for seven years, and we have a
cat named Oliver. I graduated from Memphis School of
Preaching in 2011 and Amridge University (B.S. in Ministry) in
2013. I labor with the Rogers Springs congregation just outside
of Middleton, TN (www.rogersspringschurchofchrist.com).
Email childroyt@hotmail.com to contact Trent.!
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Chase&Burnette&played&college&
baseball&at&Georgia&Tech&before&
+
being&drafted&and&playing&2&
years&of&professional&baseball&in&
+
the&Cleveland&Indians&
organization.&He&now&works&at&
+
his&family’s&business&selling&
+
insurance.&He&lives&in&Suwanee,&
GA&with&his&wife&and&daughter,&
+
and&attends&the&Chestnut&Drive&
Church&of&Christ.&
+
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heroes.+These+men+have+incredible+
abilities,+but+there+is+a+difference+
between+admiring+these+abilities,+and+
emulating+these+men+in+our+dayYtoYday+
lives.+The+athletes+we+watch+growing+up+
stick+in+our+minds+forever+as+legends,+
but+does+this+mean+they+are+good+role+
models?+

the+President+of+our+nation+
congratulating+him+on+his+“courage”!++
Did+that+really+take+courage?+James+4:7+
tells+us+if+we+submit+to+God+and+resist+
the+devil+he+will+flee+from+us.+God’s+
word+gives+us+the+example+of+true+
courage+when+Jesus+resisted+the+
temptation+that+Satan+brought+in+the+
desert+(Matt+4:1Y11).+It+is+so+sad+to+see+
people+in+our+society+fail+to+resist+the+
devil,+give+in+to+their+lusts,+and+then+be+
congratulated+for+their+“courage”.+As+we+
see+society+striving+to+normalize+
something+as+unnatural+as+
homosexuality+(Romans+1:26Y27),+we+
have+to+be+extremely+careful+who+we+are+
looking+to+as+role+models.+As+men+of+
God+we+should+make+sure+we+take+
everything+we+hear+from+our+society+
with+a+grain+of+salt.+We+are+not+to+
conform+to+this+world,+but+be+renewed+
by+the+transforming+of+our+mind+
(Romans+12:2).+As+our+world+moves+
farther+from+the+commands+of+God,+let’s+
grow+stronger+in+our+faith+through+study+
and+prayer.+Let’s+write+God’s+word+on+
the+tablet+of+our+heart+(Proverbs+7:3)+
and+let+it+show+through+the+life+that+we+
live.+Let’s+be+the+role+models+our+
children+deserve+instead+of+letting+them+
look+to+the+world+for+guidance.+

Admiration,+
! NOT+Emulation+
There+are+so+many+lessons+to+be+
gleaned+from+the+wonderful+world+of+
sports.+Whether+those+lesson+are+the+
rewards+of+hard+work+and+preparation,+
the+ability+to+persevere+through+
adversity,+and/or+the+maturity+to+handle+
a+loss,+these+games+that+we+watch+or+
play+are+constantly+teaching+us.+My+goal+
in+this+column+will+be+to+share+not+only+
my+love+for+sports,+but+the+lessons+that+
sports+have+taught+and+continue+to+
teach+me+to+this+day.+!
+
+We+all+grow+up+looking+up+to+
our+heroes.+For+those+of+us+who+love+
sports,+our+heroes+are+the+athletes+that+
we+dreamt+of+becoming+like+one+day.+
When+I+was+young+I+remember+watching+
Michael+Jordan+hit+the+game+winner+
against+the+Jazz+with+5.2+seconds+left+on+
the+clock+in+Game+6+of+the+1998+NBA+
Finals.+I+was+sitting+in+a+chair+about+2+
feet+away+from+the+TV.+Jordan+to+this+
day+remains+my+favorite+all+time+athlete.+
I+also+remember+enjoying+watching+
talents+such+as+Ken+Griffey+Jr.,+Barry+
Bonds,+Cal+Ripken+Jr.,+Barry+Sanders,+
Deion+“Prime+Time”+Sanders,+and+Jerry+
Rice.+I+spent+hours+imitating+the+batting+
stances+of+my+favorite+hitters,+
touchdown+dances+of+my+favorite+NFL+
players,+and+dunks+of+my+favorite+NBA++

Email&jchaseburnette@gmail.com&to&contact&Chase.&

The+sports+industry+has+been+
mirroring+society+in+a+push+towards+the+
acceptance+of+the+sin+of+homosexuality+
(1+Corinthians+6:9,+Romans+1:26Y27,+1+
Timothy+1:9Y11).+We+have+seen+this+in+
the+form+of+athletes+participating+in+
videos+where+they+speak+out+supporting+
those+who+practice+homosexuality.+We+
have+now+seen+this+movement+
culminate+in+celebration+over+a+male+
athlete+who+has+publicly+come+out+of+the+
closet.+Jason+Collins,+an+NBA+veteran+
since+2001,+decided+to+come+out+to+
Sports+Illustrated+Magazine+in+an+issue+
released+in+May+of+2013.+This+was+not+
only+enough+to+gain+him+the+front+cover+
of+the+magazine+that+currently+boasts+
“over+3.5+million+subscriptions+and+is+
read+by+23+million+adults+each+week”+
according+to+Wikipedia,+but+
admonishments+from+fellow+athletes+
and+gay+rights+proponents+everywhere.+
It+was+even+enough+to+earn+a+call+from++

JUST HALF OF AN INCH
Clifton Angel

Mario was the man for the job. The trailer was
backed in. The hydraulic lift raised it just
where he needed it. “Zeeeeooon! Zeeeeooon!
Zeeeoon!” The impact wrench made it easy to
remove all four wheels. One of the tires was
ripped to shreds.
Each man did
his job. Matt
wrote down
the tire size
and typed up
the
work
order.
The
warehouse
crew received
their
copy.
They retrieved four brand new LT235/85R16
load range E trailer tires. A Coats tire machine
made light work of removing the old tires.
Mario installed the new tires, and each one
had to be seated to the edge of the rim. This
is accomplished by inflating the tire with
compressed air. So, that’s what Mario did. But
one wasn’t inflating like the others. Remember
that shredded one? The rim from that one was
being stubborn. I came to Mario’s assistance,
and shortly after: “BOOOOM!!!!” I’m not
exaggerating. The tire and rim launched from
the tire machine like a rocket, reaching all the
way to the extremely high roof (maybe 20 feet
high?)! Mario was holding his left arm. I ran to
his aid, and as soon as I did, the tire and rim
dropped right where I was previously standing
—whew! I was safe, but Mario’s arm was
broken in three places.
So, what happened? This particular trailer had
three 16-inch rims, and one 16.5-inch rim.
The 16.5-inch rim contained the shredded
tire. Matt assumed, and so did Mario, that

each rim was the same size. The simple fact of
the matter? A 16-inch tire will not fit a 16.5inch rim. (I am in no way affiliated with Branick
Industries, but here’s a video example of what
happened: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=dKlJJqHFfoQ).
There may be a life lesson here. Just a little
wrong is okay, right? Not really. I think just a
little wrong
leads
to
g r e a t
destruction.
Besides, you
know the old
saying: “Give
them
just
half of an
inch,
and
they’ll take
20 feet.” Or
something
like that.

Clifton preaches for the Coldwater church of Christ. He
holds a Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Engineering
from the University of Georgia,
a Bible diploma from the
Memphis School of Preaching,
and is currently working on a
Master of Ministry with FreedHardeman University. He is
28, single, and an automotive
enthusiast.
Email cliftonangel@gmail.com
to contact Clifton.

Her Head: How Can I be a Better Husband?
When it comes to marriage, there are literally
countless theories as to how to enhance, spice up,
and sure up this most sacred relationship. Some are
worthy of trying, but there is a “tried and true” method
that is sure to get and keep your marriage strong,
committed, loving and passionate. That method is
“God’s Method for a Magnificent Marriage.” Below is a
list of the necessary components.

1. ROLE RECOGNITION: A successful husband will
recognize that while he is the head of his wife, Christ
is the Head of the husband, and thus governs the
marriage relationship (1 Corinthians 11:3).

2. CHOOSE THE HIGH ROAD: Never be one to
seek revenge or “get even.” Yet, be one to respond in
love, kindness and compassion (1 Peter 3:7-12).

3. STAY ON YOUR KNEES: Never cease to pray for
and with your wife. Doing so will please God, bring
peace, and offer comfort (Philippians 4:6-7;
1 Thessalonians 5:17; Hebrews 4:16).

4. KEEP CLEAN SHEETS: Sexual relations between
a husband and wife are sacred and are not to be
violated by adultery and impurity (Hebrews 13:4;
Proverbs 5:15).

5. UN-LIMIT YOUR LOVE: Love your wife without
exception, without excuse, and without end! Be
willing to go above and beyond to LOVE, HONOR,
RESPECT, PROTECT, and CHERISH your wife
(Ephesians 5:25-31).
Though this list is not exhaustive, it contains the
primary components to a successful marriage and the
keys to being a “good and godly” husband.
Native of Detroit,
Michigan and 2013
graduate of the Memphis
School of Preaching,
Steven currently serves
the Highway church of
Christ in Benton,
Arkansas. He and his
wife Carlisa were married
in 2006 and have two
wonderful daughters,
Savannah and Summer.
Email
stevenwford@ymail.com
to contact Steven.

Fashion: Tips On How To Keep Up With A Tie
As gospel preachers we always keep up with our
biblical knowledge. Keeping up with things is not
necessarily my forte. However, since I started working
in my own travel agency in Lima, Peru, I learned that if
I didn’t keep up with my appearance people would have
a negative reaction towards me. While in MSOP
(Memphis School of Preaching) we were asked to
“dress up like preachers”, meaning that we were to
look our best. Having a well-ironed shirt, pants and so
forth. On this opportunity we will talk about ties. How
do you keep up with them? Here are some tips and
ideas:
1. Spilling coffee, juice, milk, or ink on your tie can
cause a stain to form that is difficult to remove.
a. Liquids can easily ruin a tie because they are
made of delicate fabrics.
b. The cleaning process can also damage your tie
or take away its shine. Prevention is the best
practice to ensure the longevity of your tie.
2. Should something spill on your tie, there are safety
measure that can be taken.
a. Blot the stain with a soft tissue or cloth. Be
careful to avoid enlarging the affected area.
b. With a moist cloth, gently rub the stain to see
if the stain can be removed.
c. A hair-drier can be used to dry the area, but
caution should be taken from overheating the
area and damaging the fabric.
3. If you are unable to remove the stain, you can
attempt to clean the tie by hand with clean water.
Depending on the fabric, this can cause your tie to
shrink.
a. First, soak the tie and then gently rub the stain
by hand.
b. Mild cleaning agents can be used but should be
tested on an area of the tie that is not obvious
when worn.
c. Apply the cleaning agent to the tie and observe
if the agent causes the color to fade or fabric to
be damaged.
4. Avoid sending your tie through the washer and
dryer.
a. If you choose to have your tie professionally
cleaned, note that chemicals used by drycleaners may damage your tie.
b. Silk ties will often loose their shine after drycleaning.
Deltom Lequernaqué, a 2012 MSOP
graduate, was born in Peru. He was the
5th son out of 6 children, son of Juan
Lequernaqué whom recently passed
away and Mrs. Paula Solórzano.
Married to Summer Lequernaqué (Gill).
Works for the Stuart church of Christ in
Stuart, FL. As Associate Minister.
Email xdeltomx@gmail.com
to contact Deltom.

It’s close to the weekend and a movie that we have
been waiting to see is finally about to be in our local
theater. The movie is loaded with stars, graphics and
scenes that are out of this world. We know this because
of the trailer that came on TV and posted to the
internet. But I have three questions:
1. What are the lights shining on in this movie?
2. What did the camera man film?
3. What kind of action is going on?
As Christians we have to examine what we are
exposing ourselves to and what we are allowing into
our homes. It is possible for a Christian to become
desensitized to what he or she is watching. It is also
possible for a Christian to be corrupted by what he or
she is exposed to; “Be not deceived: evil
communications corrupt good manners” (1 Cor 15:33).
If what we are watching is filled with language that is
evil, we can expect it to have a negative impact on us.

We may not see it right away, yet as time rolls on the
movies influence becomes noticeable. For example, take
a person that has seen the movie “Scarface.” After the
movie, all of a sudden, the viewer may begin to quote the
famous line of the main character, “Say hello to my little
friend.” Also the viewer would have seen Scarface
taking in massive amounts of cocaine and now may be
wondering about that drug when yet prior to the movie it
may have never been given any thought. The fact is,
movies can plant seeds in our minds for good or bad. I’m
not trying to tell you what to watch- just trying to stir up
your thoughts about what you are watching.
Brandon Starling is 31 years old and was
baptized in March 2006. He is married to
Candice Starling and has a one year old
daughter name Faith. Brandon graduated
from the Memphis School of Preaching in
January 2013.
Email starlingbrandon@yahoo.com to
contact Brandon.

Lights, Camera,
and Action
-A Challenge

The Family Man
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The!goal!of!this!column!is!to!discuss!what!it!takes!to!
be!a!good!father.!A!family!man,!who!is!dedicated!to!
fulfill!his!responsibility!as!assigned!in!God’s!Word!as!
the!spiritual!leader!in!the!house.!As!we!consider!being!
good!fathers,!let!us!first!consider!our!Father!in!
heaven.!God!has!taught!us!throughout!the!Scriptures!
how!to!be!good!fathers.!Although!discussing!all!of!the!
attributes!of!God!that!make!Him!the!perfect!Father!is!
beyond!the!scope!of!this!article,!I!would!like!to!draw!
our!attention!to!one!particular!attribute!that!we!can!
imitate!in!our!lives.!In!this!article,!we!will!discuss!the!
importance!of!“knowing”!our!children!the!way!that!
God!“knows”!us.!If!we!desire!to!be!good!Christian!
fathers!we!have!to!invest!time!to!“know”!our!children.!
Consider!with!me!the!following!statements!from!
God’s!Word!that!help!describe!how!God!knows!us:!
•
•

God!knows!our!hearts!and!searches!them!
(Jeremiah!17:10)!
Every!hair!on!our!head!is!numbered!(Matthew!
10:30)!

•

God!took!interest!in!each!of!us,!from!our!very!
formation!in!the!womb!of!our!mothers!(Psalm!
139:13)!

The!previous!passages!reveal!to!us!that!God!has!taken!
an!interest!in!our!individual!lives.!They!show!that!God!
values!each!and!every!one!of!us,!even!though!we!may!
not!understand!why.!The!Psalmist!posed!this!question!
in!Psalm!8:4,!after!beautifully!describing!God’s!great!
power!and!majesty.!We!may!all!see!these!passages!
and!think,!“But!God!is!omniscient,!omnipresent,!and!
omnipotent,!I!am!just!a!man!”!That!statement!is!true!
and!we!may!never!know!as!much!about!our!child!as!
God!does,!but!we!must!know!our!children!well!to!fulfil!
our!duty!outlined!in!Ephesians!6:4.!
We!have!spent!some!time!discussing!the!importance!
of!“knowing”!our!children.!We!have!also!looked!at!
how!our!Father!in!heaven!knows!us,!so!let’s!now!
discuss!some!practical!ways!to!get!to!know!our!
children

Consider)these)actions)to)help)in)your)quest)to)know)your)child:)

Action'
Ask)questions)

Listen)to)their)interactions)
with)their)peers)

Learn)their)body)language)

LISTEN)TO)THEM)WHEN)
THEY)TALK)

Example'
What)did)you)do)
today?)

Pitfall'(What'to'avoid)'
Yes/No)questions.)The)goal)is)
to)get)them)to)talk)to)you)and)
share)their)experiences.)
Watch)them)interact)at) Don’t)hide)that)you)are)
Bible)studies,)school)
observing)them,)and)don’t)be)
events,)church)social)
afraid)to)help)them)
events,)etc.)
understand)their)interaction)
styles.)
Do)they)cross)their)
Don’t)assign)every)action)to)a)
arms)when)talking)to)
mood.)The)crossed)arms)
you?)This)could)mean) could)mean)they)are)holding)
that)they)aren’t)
back,)but)it)could)also)mean)
comfortable)or)are)
that)they)are)cold.)
holding)something)
back.)
Find)times)when)your) Don’t)halfway)listen.)Kids)are)
children)can)have)your) smart)and)they)view)this)as)
undivided)attention.))
“Daddy)doesn’t)really)care)
that)much”)

)
I)would)be)remiss)if)I)didn’t)emphasize)that)the)final)action)is)critical.)Gentlemen,)if)we)can’t)find)time)to)
devote)our)undivided)attention)to)our)children)then)it)is)time)to)reprioritize)our)lives.)“For)who)among)men)
knows)the)thoughts)of)a)man)except)the)spirit)of)the)man)which)is)in)
him?)...”)(1)Corinthians)2:11))We)have)to)listen)to)know)our)children)
because)we)have)no)other)way)to)know)their)thoughts.)
I)am)hopeful)that)this)column)has)provided)ways)that)will)help)all)of)us)
to)obtain)our)goal)to)be)Godly)fathers.)May)God)bless)us)all)in)our)walk)
to)raise)Godly)soldiers)for)His)kingdom.)
)
Andy works as the deacon over the adult education program with
his local congregation in Cary, NC. He is also currently pursuing a
Master's degree in New Testament at Freed-Hardeman University.
He and his wife, Leslie, have four children.

Email andy.waters2004@gmail.com to contact Andy.)

!No#man#is#born#anything.#Each#man#has#to#be#taught##
whatever#it#is#he#decides#to#do.#However,#it#is#God’s##
desire#that#every#man#become#a#fisherman;#that#is#a##
Fisher#of#Men.#The#Lord#told#his#apostles#early#on,#
#“…Come#ye#after#me,#and#I#will#make#you#to##
become#fishers#of#men”#(Mark#1:17).#Some#of#the##
apostles#were#career#fishermen,#but#none#of#them##
had#any#experience#catching,#spiritually#speaking,##
!
human#beings.#If#we#are#not#born#to#be#a#fisher#of##
men,#how#then#are#we#expected#to#be#one?##
Mark#1:17#provides#us#the#answer:#
#
Follow#Jesus#
The#Lord#expects#for#a#real#man#to#follow#after#him.##
He#is#not#going#to#lead#us#down#the#wrong#path.#Nor##
is#he#going#to#make#it#so#difficult#it#is#impossible#to#do.##
He#expects#us#to#“man#up”#but#he#gives#us#all#the#reason#in##
the#world#to#do#so#(Matt#11:28T30).#Real#men#follow#Jesus.#
#
Learn#about#Jesus#
It#is#the#Lord#that#can#make#us#who#He#needs#for#us#to#become.#He##
did#not#pluck#the#apostles#up#and#they#were#ready#to#be#whom#He##
needed.#It#takes#time#and#experience.#We#must#go#through#life#and##
have#some#successes#and#failures#along#the#way.#The#apostles#did#and#so##
do#we#(Heb#5:14).##Real#men#learn#about#Jesus.#
#
Change#for#Jesus#
Regardless#of#your#parentage,#there#are#some#changes#in#thinking#that##
must#be#made.#The#devil#is#so#good#at#putting#false#and#deceiving#
information#in#our#thinking.#But#we#have#the#ability#to#get#it#out#and##
put#the#good#news#and#truth#in.#This#change#in#thinking#process#is##
often#called#repentance.##In#repentance#we#can#now#become#what#God#
intended#for#us#to#be.#The#problem#–#change#means#pain.#Even#if#we#know##
the#outcome#will#be#for#our#benefit,#changing#is#hard#to#do#(2#Cor#7:10).##
Real#men#change#for#Jesus.#
#
Fish#for#Jesus#
Men#that#belong#to#the#Lord#can#change#the#world.#Not#through#guns#and#
swords,#but#with#words#and#deeds.#A#desire#to#take#on#this#task#is#crucial.#
Whatever#it#is,#if#we#have#no#desire#for#something,#we#will#not#spend#time,#
resources#nor#invest#our#energy#in#it.#On#the#other#hand,#if#there#is#great#
interest#in#something#we#will#spend#tremendous#amounts#of#time,#energy#
and#money#for#that#thing.#A#Fisher#of#Men#will#seek#to#be#trained,#receive#the#
training#and#then#go#fishing#(Mark#16:16)!#Real#men#become#Fishers#of#Men#
for#Jesus.!

On The
Hook:
God’s Man is
a Fisherman

Byran Hatcher is the preacher for the Cape Fear
congregation in Fayetteville, NC. His two passions are
fishing for bass and being a fisher of men. He is married
to Jennifer, a librarian and novelist, and they have two
children, Kelly and Brynn, all of whom are very expensive.
Email preacherbyran@capefearcoc.org to contact Byran.!
!

It is my wish that the theme for the debut issue of this In the Beginning God created
magazine be echoed in every place on the face of the Earth. It is
the Heavens and the Earth.
time for men both worldly and especially Christian males to step
up to the plate and become Men of God. Being a man of God is Genesis 1:1
not quarantined to a particular aspect of life, but instead is the very fabric of life from spiritual, emotional,
physical, and financial well being. God should be a part of everything that one is involved in including his or her
finances.
The fact that God rules over us is undeniable. The force that surrounds oneself is the very evidence of
His Being, and this is an extremely important fact when considering finances. This is the case because one must
accept the fact that God created the world. When one has this worldview, he should think and act differently
from the world. He should have a different definition of success from the world that centers on pleasing God
verses pleasing himself. By accepting this fact and worldview, one must come to the understanding that every
good thing that we have is a gift from God (James 1:17). They must also understand that God has given them
everything. And that all that one possesses really belongs to God who created everything one could obtain. This
very fact is in direct opposition from the cultural standpoint that America is moving towards. It would put all
people as the stewards of the world and push everyone away from the consumer aspect of life.
It is also important for one to understand that God created man, and He created each person to have a
physical, emotional, and spiritual need. These needs must be kept in balance for one to be successful in finances.
The majority of the time, when a person is suffering from a loss, they seek to lift up the physical. They fail to
heal the spiritual and emotional. This imbalance can only be healed through prayer and counseling not through
the spending of money. Many make an attempt at healing themselves through the means of the dollar. But
instead of a cure, they endure more pain. They put off the problem by purchasing a “feel good item.” But with
time, the pain returns as one loses interest in the item. In the worldly environment which one lives, this is known
as buyer’s remorse. However, it would be better stated as not feeding oneself spiritual and emotionally. This
can lead to further consequences such as falling away from God as one weakens spiritually, as they build
materially.
The point is that one can not dismiss God from any part of life. The very basic
building block of the world is, “In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.”
Gen 1:1. This is the very foundation that the world rest on and that finance is built upon. It
destroys everything that the world is pushing. It teaches one to forget about materialism,
greed, covetousness, stealing, and the like. It tells one that it is better to stop chasing after
the material, and cling to the Father. It also defines that one must work for what he or she
is given, but the most important thing this truth accomplishes financially is that it grounds
one in his or her beliefs. The world looks at finance as the power that drives them, but a
real, Godly man looks to God as the power of their life. They see finance and money for
what it really is, a means for getting what is needed. Let us challenge one another to be this
kind of man of God.

William&Tingle&who&is&originally&from&Philadelphia,&MS&now&resides&in&the&
Memphis,&TN&area.&&He&has&held&banking&positions&in&both&the&public&and&
private&sector.&&He&is&a&graduate&of&the&University&of&Mississippi&majoring&in&
banking&and&finance&and&minoring&in&insurance&and&risk&management,&and&
in&2011&he&received&a&Masters&of&Business&Administration&from&FreedI
Hardeman&University.&&&&&&&
&
Email&william.tingle@ymail.com&to&contact&William.&

Firm Financial Foundations:
Men of God are Financially Responsible
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Some!aspects!of!my!spiritual!life!are!visible,!but!
the!majority,!especially!the!important!stuff,!
people!cannot!see.!Our!culture!would!try!to!
convince!us!otherwise,!but!it!is!what’s!on!the!
inside!that!counts!(1!Samuel!16:7).!
!
Many!of!us!as!Christians!have!conformed!
our!thinking!to!the!way!of!the!world!when!it!
comes!to!our!wellPbeing.!Our!challenge!is!to!
transform!the!way!we!think,!in!this!case!about!
our!bodies.!In!this!column,!we!are!going!to!
address!our!tendency!to!conform!and!try!to!
transform!the!way!we!think!about!and!view!our!
physical!selves.!Our!bodies!are!a!temple!for!
God’s!Holy!Spirit!to!dwell!in!(1Corinthians!
6:19P20).!I!often!ask!myself!the!question,!if!my!
body!was!a!room!that!I!want!God!to!dwell!in,!
would!I!take!care!of!it!like!my!own!house!or!
maybe!more!like!a!hotel?!A!hotel!appears!nice!
and!tidy,!but!is!everything!really!cleaned!and!
sanitized?!Or!is!it!just!superficial?!Are!we!

Transformation VS Conformation

In!our!day!and!time,!it!is!so!easy!for!us!as!
men!to!conform!to!societal!norms!and!simply!
blend!in.!Our!culture!presents!many!challenges!
to!us!as!Christians!and!a!couple!of!these!are!
how!we!manage!our!own!health!and!fitness.!
Diet!and!exercise!are!often!viewed!with!
contempt,!because!these!areas!require!
discipline,!effort!and!time.!We!also!receive!
conflicting!messages!in!the!media!where!we!are!
encouraged!to!indulge!ourselves!with!what!
tastes!good.!!At!the!same!time,!supplements!are!
promoted!with!the!promise!of!doing!the!“heavy!
lifting”!and!giving!us!the!physique!we!crave.!!As!
a!result,!we!often!struggle!with!eating!too!
much,!do!not!work!out!enough!and!covet!those!
who!we!view!as!“perfect”.!Health!and!fitness!
goes!well!beyond!what!we!can!see.!!In!fact,!
much!like!an!iceberg,!it’s!predominately!the!
things!that!we!cannot!see!that!define!our!
health.!The!same!is!true!with!my!spiritual!life.!!

taking'every'action'to'make'ourselves'truly'
healthy'or'do'we'just'want'the'outward'
appearances'of'true'health.'
'
In'order'to'transform'our'minds,'there'
are'many'things'we'need'to'change.'First,'and'
foremost'we'need'to'view'health'differently'by'
having'a'positive'outlook'and'attitude.'My'body'
is'not'something'I'“have”'to'take'care'of,'but'
something'I'“get”'to'take'care'of.'This'subtle'
distinction'really'does'change'the'way'you'view'
diet'and'exercise.''
'
Second,'we'need'to'use'our'bodies.'Be'active.'
We'will'talk'more'about'how'to'do'so'in'the'
future,'but'here'are'a'few'quick'tips'to'get'you'
started:'
'
• Do'something'fun!'Enjoying'what'you'are'
doing'takes'away'that'feeling'of'doing'
work.'
• Do'something'outside'because'being'
active'in'the'sun'has'many'health'
benefits,'such'as'providing'our'bodies'
with'Vitamin'D.'
• Do'something'with'friends'and'family.'
Being'in'a'group'not'only'keeps'you'
accountable,'but'also'adds'to'the'fun'of'
whatever'you'are'doing.'
'
''
Third,'we'need'to'consider'our'diet.'What'
we'put'into'our'bodies'is'one'of'the'most'
important'aspects'of'our'health.'Our'culture'
focuses'our'attention'on'both'quality'and'
quantity.'While'eating'truly'quality'food'is'a'
good'thing,'the'amount'we'consume'often'
times'exceeds'our'needs.'We'will'talk'more'
about'diet'in'future'issues,'but'here'are'some'
quick'tips'to'start'implementing'now:'
'
• Moderation'is'a'good'rule'of'thumb.'So'
often,'we'gorge'ourselves'on'a'favorite'
food.'Eat'a'moderate'amount'of'more'
things'to'make'sure'we'get'as'many'

different'nutrients'as'possible.'For'
example,'when'eating'your'vegetables,'
you'will'receive'a'varied'set'of'nutrients'
if'you'eat'a'variety'of'colors'
• Limit'sugars.'Carbohydrates'are'not'all'
bad,'but'too'much'sugar'causes'big'shifts'
in'our'blood'sugar'and'insulin'levels,'
which'causes'us'to'feel'drowsy.'
• Limit'salt.'In'the'US,'we'consume'way'too'
much'salt,'which'causes'our'blood'
pressure'to'rise.'
'
Finally,'in'order'to'transform'our'lives'we'
need'to'make'these'changes'habitual.'All'too'
often,'we'are'not'consistent'with'diet'and'
exercise,'which'really'does'not'do'us'much'
good.'The'change'from'diet'and'exercise'into'a'
fit'and'healthy'lifestyle'is'the'duration.'We'need'
to'make'slow'changes'to'our'diet'and'exercise'
instead'of'drastic'ones,'because'those'slow'
subtle'changes'are'the'ones'that'are'more'likely'
to'stick.'If'we'only'maintain'these'changes'for'a'
short'time,'we'really'are'not'much'healthier'or'
any'more'fit.'We'need'to'make'these'changes'
stay'with'us'in'order'to'improve'our'wellPbeing.'
'
Thank'you'for'reading'and'I'hope'we'can'
make'a'transformation'together'into'a'better'
people'mentally,'spiritually'and'physically.'
!
My!name!is!Ian!Quinn!and!I’m!from!Buford,!GA.!I!graduated!from!
Harding!University!with!a!degree!in!Athletic!Training!in!May!of!
2012;!after!which!I!became!
certified!as!both!as!an!Athletic!
Trainer!(ATC)!and!a!Strength!and!
Conditioning!Specialist!(CSCS).!In!
July!of!2013!I!moved!to!
Spartanburg,!SC!where!I!began!
medical!school!at!Edward!Via!
Virginia!College!of!Osteopathic!
Medicine.!I’m!not!quite!sure!what!
my!future!holds,!but!I!know!who!
holds!that!plan.!I!pray!that!these!
words!of!about!health!and!fitness!
can!be!an!encouragement!to!you!
as!you!seek!a!life!of!sound!mind,!
body!and!spirit.!
!
Email!ianq@bellsouth.net!to!contact!Ian.'

The
Cook
I have always had a passion for cooking that started when I was younger while
watching my grandmother in the kitchen. I learned how to cook by watching her
cook soul food for our family every Sunday. At the age of fifteen, I began working
in restaurants and by the age of nineteen I was the assistant chef of a fine dining
restaurant in Memphis, TN.
In 1991, I opened up my first restaurant, WalkBerry’s. I continued to open up
new restaurants over the next twenty years. After those twenty years I decided to
pursue my other passion and that was to preach the gospel. My father preached for
over fifty years and my two older brothers are also preachers. I soon realized that
cooking and preaching were very similar. Both require passion, patience, and great
dedication.
Now since my grandmother is no longer with us, my siblings and I rotate
Sunday dinners and everyone has their specialty. For me, my favorite dish to

prepare is pork shoulder. Although real men can cook, we don’t always have the
time to stand over a grill for hours. I am going to tell you a quick and easy way to
prepare a delicious pork shoulder for you and your family.
First you need to preheat the oven to 400 degrees.
Wash with cold water and pat dry a five-pound pork
shoulder. Place it in a roasting pan skin side up and
pour half a cup of soy sauce over the top. Add a
teaspoon of garlic salt, a teaspoon of season salt, then
cut two small onions and put them in the pan. Pour
half a liter of cola into the pan. Cover and let it cook
in the oven for one hour. Turn the oven down to 350
degrees and continue cooking for another hour.
Uncover and cook for another thirty minutes until
skin is crisp. It can be sliced, seasoned in its own
gravy and served with your favorite side item, or it
can be pulled and topped with your favorite brand of
barbeque sauce and served on a bun. Whichever way
you choose, it is sure to be a big hit with your family.
Next time, I’ll tell you how to make a quick
and easy Holiday potluck dish.
My name is Tony M. DeBerry Sr. I am 49 years old and married for 19
years to the former Terri Wilks. We have five children, Zoe, Tony Jr.,
Theodore III, Lorraine and Laila. I serve as the assistant minister and
An elder at the Coleman Ave Church of Christ in Memphis, TN.
Email zoedeberry@yahoo.com to contact Tony.

Ingredients
1. Dry, 5 lbs pork
shoulder
2. Half a cup of soy
sauce
3. Teaspoon of garlic
salt
4. Teaspoon of season
salt
5. Two small onions
6. Half a liter of cola

Video Games the story-telling medium
of my generation.
I am at the age where I have had access to video
games for pretty much my whole life. I remember in
my youth having both the original Nintendo and Sega
Genesis. In the beginning most video games had very
simple storylines. For example, someone kidnapped
the princess and you must get her back, or being a
vampire hunter that must kill Dracula and his minions
before the darkness takes over the world. Very few of
these games actually had cut-scenes that tell the story,
but instead most of these games used a short text block
to describe an overview of the story and then would
flesh the story out even more in the instruction manual
that most people never read.
As much as I enjoy reading books, watching
television shows, and watching movies, I have found
video games to be my favorite medium for storytelling
entertainment. I fondly remember playing the original
Resident Evil game for the original PlayStation video
game console. Although this game inc ludes violence
and featured zombies and monsters, these are not the
reasons why I enjoyed the game so much. The original
Resident Evil game included cut-scenes, memorable
locations, and characters that the player could feel a
connection with. All of this was put together with a
story that had numerous plot points, with huge twists
and turns, which laid the groundwork for a video game
franchise that has spanned over ten years and fifteen
different video games.

I do not have much time to play video games
anymore while I am in school, but when I do find the
time I try to play story driven video games instead of
video games that involve tedious, mindless tasks. In
future articles I plan to talk about certain games and
my thoughts on both the quality of the games and the
experience of playing the games. Some of the games
that I talk about may include things that some
Christians may feel like we need to stay away from,
such as violence and religious themes. I also believe
that there are certain games that all Christians have no
business playing, and I abstain from those games as
well. Having said that each Christian needs to make
their own judgment call on what video games should
be played or not. I would like to make the point that
most video games are not full of meaningless,
mundane violence, but the goal of most video games
today is to tell a story just like other forms of
entertainment such as books, television shows, and
movies. One major difference between video games
and these other mediums is that video games also let
the player experience the story as if it is happening to
them.
Matthew Waters was born in
September 1984 in South Carolina,
and he now lives in Durham,
NC. He is a second year
student at the Southeast
Institute of Biblical Studies in
Knoxville, TN. He will be looking for a full-time preaching
position upon Graduation in June 2014.
Email lifewatersblog@gmail.com to contact Matthew.

BE A PATRIOT; KNOW YOUR HISTORY
If you’re like me, you are a bit of a
history fanatic.

You love reading about

history, visiting historical sites, thinking
about the present and how it relates to the
past, and talking about it constantly.
Regardless of whether or not this describes
you, you probably would agree that having an
understanding of history is important.
Here comes the constantly referenced and often misquoted George Santayana:
“Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.”

The idea is that

one would benefit from the mistakes of others by observing and not repeating.
quote does not, however, involve the principle of observing and emulating.
might call this principle:

One

“patriotism has much more to

“patriotism”.

Whereas most people would define

do with the past than it does

patriotism as having a strong and proud

the present or future”

support for one’s country, this word
entails something altogether different.

This

The word ‘Patriot’ comes from the Greek

word patrios meaning “of one’s fathers”.

If we understand the word in this way,

we’ll realize that patriotism has much more to do with the past than it does the
present or future.
country.

I would suggest that patriotism isn’t the mere love of one’s

Instead, true patriotism is the recognition of what one’s fathers before

him have done and the interest in restoring & preserving that work.

Therefore in

order to be a patriot one must have a healthy understanding and respect of history!
Patriotism is a biblical principle as well.

There are multiple instances in

scripture where an appeal is made to one’s patriotism; Acts 7, John 8, and Hebrews
11 are a few examples.

The Christian would be well-served to

look to the right men of history, both biblically and
otherwise, to appreciate and learn from them.

Steven is a serving member of the New Hope Road church of Christ in Dacula, GA.
He is a 2011 graduate of the Memphis School of Preaching and is now seeking a
degree in History & Education from the University of North Georgia.
Email mailboxofsteve@icloud.com to contact Steven.

It is Not a
Choice –
It is Faith
There is a call for Christians to
accept or condone sinful
behavior as if it were a choice for
us. When we rose from the
watery grave of baptism, we did
so to walk a new life (Romans
6:4). This new life is built upon
a transformation in our lives
based on a change in the way we
think (Romans 12:2). This new
way of thinking is patterned
after the mind of our Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ. We have
crucified self and now live by
faith in Jesus Christ (Galatians
2:20). That faith is built and
determined by the teachings of
the Bible (Romans 10:17).
The reality of this new mind
means that human wisdom nor
I determine moral issues. Jesus
Christ determines what is moral
and all else is immoral.
Unfortunately, Christians are
too quick to listen and believe
the lies of the devil. The devil
goes to great lengths to make
sin sound noble and right. Jesus
illustrates this truth in Matthew
15:3-5, “For God said, ‘Honor
your father and mother,’ and,
‘He who speaks evil of father
and mother is to be put to

death.’ But you say, ‘Whoever
says to his father and mother,
“Whatever I have that would
help you has been given to
God.”’” The Jews violated the
law of God for what sounded
like a very good reason, to give
to God. While giving to God is
a great thing to do, it is not
something done to enable one
to transgress another of God’s
laws. Satan uses this same tactic
of making sin sound good in our
society today. “I steal to feed
my children,” instead of seeking
first the kingdom of God where
such needs are provided
(Matthew 6). “It is okay to kill a
baby through abortion if it saves
a mother’s life.” What kind of
mother puts her life before her
child’s? “We are in love and just
want to be happy spending our
lives together, why should it
matter to anyone else that we
are homosexual?” It matters to
the Christian because that
continued lifestyle does not end
with happiness, it ends with two
people being lost. We do not
want to encourage something
that will lead to people spending
eternity in hell. While the devil
can make these and many other
sinful actions sound good and
noble, it is just whitewash, he
cannot ultimately change the

true nature of sin and
immorality. He cannot change
the eternal outcome of such
actions for the individuals that
commit them.
Our society has bought the
devil’s whitewash and lost sight
of the evil of immorality. God
forbid that we as Christians ever
lose sight of such things because
we are the last line of defense for
our nation and the millions who
are lost and in need of the
saving power of the Gospel of
Jesus Christ.
If we allow
ourselves to be deceived by the
lies, who will know the truth
that people desperately need?
The most effective lie today
regarding immorality is the lie
of tolerance being acceptance.
This simply is not true.
Christians have always been
tolerant of people and their
choices. True Christians have
never tried to physically force
others to do right. We are to be
kind to those who are living in
sin. However, our being kind
and tolerant of their behavior

does not equate to accepting
their behavior as right or good.
The world has effectively
redefined tolerance as saying
that all behavior is equal and
right. Such tolerance does not
allow people to live by their
conscience and faith. If we
conform to such societal norms,
it strips us of the mind of Christ
that is to be within us.
Just recently, a bakery was
forced out of business and is
facing criminal charges because
the owners refused to bake a
cake for a lesbian couple’s
“marriage.”
The LGBT
(Lesbian,
Gay,
Bisexual,
Transgender)
movement
brought a lawsuit and through
public pressure led to the
shutting down of the bakery.
The LGBT movement sought
to infringe upon this family’s
convictions, in order to force
acceptance of their sinful
behavior. The owner stated, “I
believe marriage is between a
man and a woman, I don’t want
to help somebody celebrate a
commitment to a lifetime of

sin.” This man was simply
trying to run a business and live
by his beliefs. He gave up his
business for what he believed,
not because he was intolerant,
but because he was convicted
and could not do that which
would contribute and encourage
sinful behavior.
The LGBT movement is not
fighting for their rights to be
LGBT; they are fighting to
destroy our faith.
Our
opposition to homosexuality
and other types of immorality is
not a choice – it is faith. It is the
faith that we must have if we
hope to ever turn the tide of
immorality in this country. It is
the faith that we must have if we
want to please God rather than
men (Acts 5:29).
Making
concessions or taking a softer
tone will only strengthen the
position of those committing
these sinful acts. If we are to be
a preserving force in this world
we cannot be diluted by
impurity, we must be pure and
strengthened
with
the
conviction of the truth that can
save (Matthew 5:13). May God
bless us as Christian men to
stand convicted against all
unrighteousness
and
ungodliness in our nation and in

our world. Such is seeking to
save that which is lost and that
is having the mind of Christ in
us (Luke 19:10).
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Nathan!is!the!pulpit!minister!at!
the!Cary!Church!of!Christ!in!
Cary,!NC.!!He!has!been!honored!
to!teach!and!preach!the!Gospel!
of!Jesus!Christ!for!the!past!28!
years.!
!
Email!Carypreacher@gmail.com!to!
contact!Nathan.!

One Remote To Rule Them All
By Mike Peters
Keeping the wife happy leads to a happy home, but a coffee or end table covered with half
a dozen remotes does not a happy wife make. Up until the Harmony line of remotes from
Logitech, most universal remotes were too advanced for the average user. This would lead
my wife to heights of aggravation which I had not thought possible. In her eyes, it should
not take a series of steps to turn on the TV and watch her favorite show. However, as a
guy, who loves anything that plugs into the wall, I cannot comprehend how someone can
enjoy a show without 7.1 surround sound and all the bells and whistles which come with it.
With the Smart Remote, Logitech has now introduced an even easier
solution. By turning your smart phone into a remote, Logitech has
provided the simplest remote to date. They even had the foresight to
include a simplified, easy to use remote for those in the family who do
not have or do not want to use their smart devices. Want to watch
TV? Simply hit the ‘Watch TV’ button on the app or remote and the surround sound comes
on, tunes to the correct input, the TV comes on, and all is right with the world once again.
Setup with this new system was a breeze. It’s completely done
within the phone app. All you need is to know the correct model
numbers of your equipment. Once an account is setup, and the
equipment is entered, the app then suggests the activities that
you need, such as ‘Watch TV’ and ‘Watch BluRay.’ The entire
process took around 10 minutes. Compared to other remotes I
have owned in the past, this was a breeze.
The remote is able to run up to 8 devices, including the Apple TV, Wii
U, Playstation 3 (and presumably the revved up PS4 which will come
out shortly) and also any RF based devices one might have including
motorized projection screens. The remote is very responsive and
comes with a IR extender which allows you to hide all of the
equipment away in a closet or an enclosed shelf (yet another deposit in the love bank!)
which allows all of those ugly yet necessary wires to be hidden.
The only downside to this setup is the price. Coming in at $129.99
retail, this remote is not the cheapest out there, but the feature set
of this remote is usually found in only higher end models which
cost quite a bit more. Plus, when you consider the brownie points
you will get for giving those wives who are technically challenged
a way to watch their favorite shows without having to call tech
support, it is well worth it. This product is a definite must for any home theater enthusiast
who also is concerned about the usability of the system. Highly recommended.
Pros: Handsome app interface compatible with all smart devices; Comes with a simplified
remote; Controls game consoles including the PS3; Controls devices behind closed
cabinets; Easy setup
Cons: Pricey for a remote at $129.99
Mike Peters is a 2012 graduate of the Memphis School of Preaching. He is currently the
minister of the Pottsville Church of Christ in Hickory, KY. He is married to Ieva Peters and
they have two children, Elizabeth, age 11, and Vikie, age 8. Email mrp4dvd@gmail.com to
contact Mike.

From Boy To Man:
The Transitions To Independence
These past 3 months I have started my Christian college journey
and have been away from home and living my! own life. While I’ve
been focusing on school work, hanging with friends, club activities, etc,
I’ve started realizing the importance of all the bible classes, bible bowls,
L2L (Lads to Leaders), and sermons from the pulpit every Sunday.
Having that strong foundation in the Lord is what truly gets me through
each day.
My parents instilled in me three rules before I left for college:
put God first, study hard, and have fun. I’ve lived by these guidelines
and things have worked pretty well for me. “Trust in the LORD with all
your heart, and lean not on your own understanding; in all your ways
acknowledge Him, and He shall direct your paths.” (Proverbs 3:5-6).
Sadly, even on a Christian campus, many ungodly people attend, and
therefore, ungodly events occur. The faithful Christian must watch for
these pitfalls and combat against them. For example, my old roommate
was a nice guy, but started down a questionable path. He started making
unwise spiritual decisions and chose to associate with the wrong group
of friends. Although we use to hang out when we first became
roommates, I quickly learned the friends he was choosing were not
people I needed to be associating with because of their conduct. I needed
to put God first and chose my friends wisely (cf. 1 Corinthians 15:33)!
I have also been greatly encouraged in my efforts to put God first
when I faithfully gather with the Lord’s people. The spiritual feasting
available at the Panama Street church of Christ and the worship
opportunities for students via the University have really helped me seek
first the kingdom of God and stay strong in my faith. Listening to Frank
Chesser and Dave Miller every Sunday, attending Jeff Miller’s
Apologetics classes on Thursday, and the morning chapels at school
encourage me to stay faithful and persevere. As I put God first, I am also
trying to fulfill my parent’s second rule: study hard!

Studying hard in school is tough sometimes with nobody to tell
me to get up, to do my homework, to prepare for a test, etc. As I try to
make this transition, I have become more grateful to my parents for
my homeschooling because it instilled in me the habit of doing
schoolwork on my own. However, my parents are no longer present to
keep up the pressure. I now have to hold myself accountable and be
responsible in order to complete my assignments on time. This rule is
more difficult to follow compared to rule number 3: have fun!
Having fun is really easy. I’ve made lots of friends, so there’s
never a dull moment. I must be careful, however, to keep my friends
and fun in perspective while never loosing sight of rule number 1:
keeping God first. “Be diligent to present yourself approved to God, a
worker who does not need to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of
truth.” (2 Timothy 2:15).
During the first couple months of my Christian college
experience, these rules have proven to be a great benefit. I’ve had to
grow up pretty fast, overcome some challenges, but have had fun in
the process. I have learned that the real world is truly a bed of roses: it
may look beautiful on the outside, but it may prick you at times.
Although I am on my own and away from my parents, I must
remember their first rule and apply to my life the words of Paul:
“What then shall we say to these things? If God is for us, who can
be against us?”(Romans 8:31).
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Real Leadership is
Humility
Men,% there% is% no% doubt% that% we% have% a% great%
responsibility%as%Christians.%%We%carry%a%responsibility%to%
ourselves,%to%our%family,%to%the%church%and%to%the%world.%%
There% are% times% when% we% might% try% to% ignore% our%
responsibilities% in% one% form% or% another;% but% no% matter%
what%we%think,%as%long%as%we%are%faithful%Christians,%that%
responsibility% still% exists.% % Faithful% men% who% are%
husbands% and% fathers% will% be% responsible% by% being% the%
spiritual%leader%of%the%home.%%Faithful%men%will%take%the%
work%of%the%church%seriously.%%But,%just%because%we%are%
the%leaders%in%the%home%and%in%the%church%that%does%not%
mean% we% should% become% puffed% up.% % Real% leadership%
begins%with%humility.%%Paul%wrote%%to%the%Romans%to%help%
prevent% them% from% making% this% mistake,% % “For% I% say,%
through% the% grace% given% unto% me,% to% every% man% that% is%
among% you,% not% to% think% [of% himself]% more% highly% than%
he% ought% to% think;% but% to% think% soberly,% according% as%
God% hath% dealt% to% every% man% the% measure% of% faith"%
(Rom%12:3).%
Men,% if% we% are% going% to% meet% the% responsibility% of%
leadership% in% the% home% and% in% the% church,% we% must%
think%soberly.%%To%think%soberly%is%to%be%balanced%in%our%
thinking.%%Arrogance%is%not%thinking%soberly;%arrogance%is%
being% highRminded.% % Serving% God% is% not% weakness;% it% is%
the% greatest% work% you% will% ever% do% in% the% world,% but%
don’t% let% it% go% to% your% head.% % David,% Jesse’s% son,% shows%
us% how% real% men% take% the% reins% of% responsibility% and%
serve% God% with% the% right% attitude.% % "And% as% he% talked%
with% them,% behold,% there% came% up% the% champion,% the%
Philistine%of%Gath,%Goliath%by%name,%out%of%the%armies%of%
the%Philistines,%and%spake%according%to%the%same%words:%
and%David%heard%[them]"%(1Sam%17:23).%
As% David% came% to% bring% supplies% to% his% brothers,% he%
heard% the% champion% of% the% Philistines% mocking% and%
challenging%God’s%people.%%David%also%saw%the%fear%of%his%
people%as%they%shrank%back%from%the%words%of%Goliath.%%%

I% have% often% wondered% why% they% shrank% back;% was% it%
because%they%did%not%believe%in%God?%%I%believe%they%are%
no%different%than%some%in%the%church%today%that%believe%
in% God% to% a% point,% as% long% as% that% faith% isn’t% put% to% the%
test.% % David% attempted% to% strike% a% fire% in% the% hearts% of%
the% men,% but% try% as% he% might,% they% would% not% budge.%%
David’s%own%brothers%became%upset%with%his%efforts%and%
accused% him% of% trying% to% start% a% fight% so% he% might% be%
entertained% by% the% ensuing% carnage.% % But% David% wasn’t%
doing% this% for% his% own% benefit,% there% was% something%
greater% at% stake;% the% glory% of% God.% % The% greatness% of%
David%(even%at%a%young%age)%was%that%he%was%willing%to%
serve% God,% even% when% others% were% afraid.% "And% David%
said%to%Saul,%Let%no%man's%heart%fail%because%of%him;%thy%
servant% will% go% and% fight% with% this% Philistine"% (1Sam%
17:32).%
Standing%on%the%Lord’s%side%is%not%always%easy,%but%it%is%
always% right!% % David% stood% and% became% an% example% of%
real% leadership.% % % David’s% leadership% did% not% stop% at%
words.% % He% did% not% just% believe% in% God,% David% trusted%
wholeRheartedly%in%God.%%David%was%ready%to%put%his%life%
on%the%line%to%serve%God%even%when%the%world%breathed%
its% vicious% threats.% % "And% the% Philistine% said% to% David,%
Come%to%me,%and%I%will%give%thy%flesh%unto%the%fowls%of%
the%air,%and%to%the%beasts%of%the%field"%(1Sam%17:44).%
Consider% this,% Goliath% had% the% size,% the% experience% and%
the% equipment% to% be% able% to% carry% out% his% threat.%%
Goliath% could% really% intimidate% with% his% ability,% size% and%
arrogance.% % Did% you% know% that% Goliath% was% missing%
something?%%The%one%thing%he%did%not%have%on%his%side%
was% God.% % "Then% said% David% to% the% Philistine,% Thou%
comest%to%me%with%a%sword,%and%with%a%spear,%and%with%
a%shield:%but%I%come%to%thee%in%the%name%of%the%LORD%of%
hosts,%the%God%of%the%armies%of%Israel,%whom%thou%hast%%
defied%"%(1Sam%17:45).

Faithful)men)do)not)need)to)boast)and)intimidate)others)like)Goliath)did.))This)is)not)godly)leadership.))We)need)men)
to)take)the)responsibility)and)stand)faithfully)on)God’s)side)because)it)is)right.))))Think)soberly,)respond)faithfully,)and)
you)have)God)on)your)side.)
Have)you)ever)considered)that)David’s)real)challenge)wasn’t)Goliath?))David’s)real)challenge)came)after)his)battle)
with)Goliath,)when)the)women)began)to)say,))"…Saul)hath)slain)his)thousands,)and)David)his)ten)thousands")(1Sam)
18:7).)
David)released)his)stone)and)it)sunk)into)Goliath’s)head,)after)this,)notoriety)of)this)humble)shepherd)began)to)
increase.))David)was)instantly)popular)with)everyone)except)Saul.))No)doubt)Saul’s)attitude)toward)David)changed)as)
he)felt)the)reigns)of)his)rule)begin)to)slip)from)his)fingers.))Saul)tried)to)kill)David,)but)this)did)not)change)David’s)
attitude.))He)continued)to)humble)himself)as)a)servant)of)God.))Even)after)all)of)the)abuse)and)heartache)David)had)
experienced,)when)he)heard)about)the)death)of)Saul)he)stated,))"Saul)and)Jonathan)[were])lovely)and)pleasant)in)
their)lives,)and)in)their)death)they)were)not)divided:)they)were)swifter)than)eagles,)they)were)stronger)than)lions")
(2Sam)1:23).)
Did)you)ever)wonder)why)David)said)this?))David)loved)Saul)because)he)was)God’s)anointed;)his)love)for)Saul)was)
founded)upon)his)love)for)God.))David)trusted)God)and)trusted)God’s)decision)in)making)Saul)a)king)over)Israel)and)
Saul)deserved)David’s)full)support)and)love.))How)can)we)think)we)are)better)than)our)brethren?)))"Take)heed)
therefore)unto)yourselves,)and)to)all)the)flock,)over)the)which)the)Holy)Ghost)hath)made)you)overseers,)to)feed)the)
church)of)God,)which)he)hath)purchased)with)his)own)blood")(Acts)20:28).)
The)church)is)so)precious)that)it)required)the)best)from)heaven,)Jesus’)blood.))No)higher)price)could)be)paid.))This)
means)that)you)are)precious)in)the)sight)of)the)Lord,)and)if)precious)in)the)Lord’s)sight,)you)must)be)precious)to)me)
also.))Brother)and)Sister)Elkins)whenever)they)send)cards)to)others)in)the)church)they)name)‘prince’)or)‘princess’.))I)
believe)this)is)done)in)light)of)verses)such)as:))Acts)3:15;)Acts)5:31;)Rev.)1:5.))In)each)of)these)verses)Jesus)is)called)
prince.))In)Rom.)8:17,)we)are)called)heirs)and)joint^heirs)with)Christ.))Real)men)will)remember)that)their)brothers)and)
sisters)are)princes)and)princesses,)just)as)David)remembered)Saul.)))
Men,)we)have)a)responsibility)to)the)church,)our)families)and)the)world.))We)must)lead;)but)leadership)is)not)found)
through)intimidation)like)Goliath.))Leadership)is)found)in)simply)stepping)up)for)what)is)right.))Our)responsibility)has)a)
foundation)of)seeing)our)brothers)and)sisters)in)the)church)as)valuable)souls.))Facing)our)responsibility)is)not)always)
easy,)but)it)is)always)right.))
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Men of Wisdom-A Challenge from Proverbs: Be Real Iron Men
One of the discoveries that changed the world was the discovery of the making of
Iron. This metal then changed warfare, cooking, and transportation. The first
superpowers of the ancient world were the experts with iron.
According to Solomon, to be men of iron, we as men must sharpen one
another. We discover in the scriptures the making of men of Iron.
Prov 27:17 Iron sharpeneth iron; so a man sharpeneth the countenance of his friend
When we demand the best from one another and “Provoke one another to Good
Work” we in turn, dare one another to better service.
Final Advice: Iron men make other men sharp, they are not just “dulling” them.
John%J.%DeBerry,%Jr.%is%a%graduate%of%the%Univeristy%of%Memphis%and%Freed;Hardeman%University%and%has%
preached%since%1968.%He%worked%with%the%Parkway%Village%church%of%Christ%for%28%years%and%is%currently%
working%with%the%Coleman%Avenue%church%of%Christ%in%Memphis.%He%has%been%the%Tennessee%State%
Representative%of%House%District%90%since%1995.%President%of%John%J.%DeBerry%and%Associates,%he%has%twenty;five%
years%of%experience%as%a%marketing,%advertising%and%public%relations%executive.%He%is%married%to%his%wife%Georgia%
and%they%have%two%daughters,%Chevida%and%Victoria.%
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A GODLY MAN IS A PREPARED MAN
It's that time of year again. The time when the trees are changing colors, temperatures are dropping and
the store shelves are being stocked with camouflage. Not only is it Fall but it's hunting season. This year
many will find themselves trying to prepare the week of or the night before the opening day. Others have
spent countless hours and days of preparation throughout the year. Those who have waited to prepare
will not have a very successful season; that is unless luck is weighing in their corner. This is not a true
hunter; or shall we say a true sportsman. A hunter never stops. 365 days a year they are preparing for a
ninety day hunting season. The hunter spends his time tracking, learning the animals habits, reading
books on techniques, maintaining equipment, target practice, etc...A sportsman must be constantly
honing his skills. A sportsman is a hunter even when it is not fun. This preparation can make or break a
successful hunting season. A hunting friend of this writer hunted the same deer for 2 years before finally
reaping the reward and hanging it on his wall. Now understand that preparation does not always
guarantee a good hunting season, a lot also depends on the deer; but the preparation makes one a better
hunter. Now, turn your attention to the man of God. In order for one to be a godly man it takes constant
preparation. It takes 365 days of preparing oneself. Many think that they get enough preparation on
Sunday morning and an occasional Sunday night. This man is greatly mistaken. The godly man must be
ready in season and out of season (2 Timothy 2:4). The sportsman strives for that trophy buck to hang
on his wall, but the godly man strives for that crown of life (Rev 2:10). May all men step up to the plate
and begin to prepare themselves, not to be a sportsman, but to be God's man. Because after all, a godly
man is a prepared man.
David G. Gulledge lives in Paris, TN where he works and serves as the pulpit
minister for the Whitlock church of Christ. David is a 2011 graduate of the
Memphis school of Preaching. Next to serving God and preaching the gospel,
David enjoys the woods and the lake where he spends time fishing and hunting.
Email davidgulledge@me.com to contact David.%
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Thank!You!
For!Reading!!
!
To!God!Be!!
The!Glory!!
!
The!Churches!Of!!
Christ!Salute!You!!
(Romans!16:16)!

